Fishy Friends

Name: _______________________

One red fishy, wondering what to do,

Found a friend, and then there were two.
Two blue fishies, swimming in the sea
Found a friend, and then there were three.

Three green fishies, looking for some more,
Found a friend, and then there were four.
Four yellow fishies, going for a dive
Found a friend, and then there were five.

Five purple fishies, performing fishy tricks,
Found a friend, and then there were six.
Six orange fishies, twisting and twirling,
Found a friend, and then there were seven.

Seven pink fishies, didn’t want to wait –
Found a friend, and then there were eight.
Eight brown fishies, oh, so fine,
Found a friend, and then there were nine.

All the little fishies, on the go, go, go,
All found each other, and made a rainbow!
Children cut out the squares, and paste them on the appropriate booklet page.
This is a multi-faceted, engaging reader to make, for preschool, pre-K and Kindergarten learners. Concepts featured are color recognition, recognizing written color names, counting sets, naming the set, adding one item to a set, cutting, pasting, matching colors, rhyming, and discussion and enjoyment of the “story”.
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